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Abstract

In the context of scene modelling, understanding, and landmark-based robot navigation, the knowledge of static scene parts and moving objects with their motion behaviours plays a vital role. We present a complete framework to detect and extract the moving objects to reconstruct a high quality static map. For a moving 3D camera setup, we propose a novel 3D Flow Field Analysis approach which accurately detects the moving objects using only 3D point cloud information. Further, we introduce a Sparse Flow Clustering approach to effectively and robustly group the motion flow vectors. Experiments show that the proposed Flow Field Analysis algorithm and Sparse Flow Clustering approach are highly effective for motion detection and segmentation, and yield high quality reconstructed static maps as well as rigidly moving objects of real-world scenarios.

1. Introduction

3D map reconstruction is one of the most active research topics in computer vision due to the numerous application requirements in robot localization [1, 2, 3], autonomous driving [4, 5, 6], and city map modelling [7, 8, 9, 10], etc. Benefiting from the emergence of affordable 2D and 3D cameras, such as Microsoft Kinect RGB-D camera and Velodyne 3D laser scanner, high quality 3D maps of both indoor and outdoor environments are obtained from nearly static environments [11, 10, 12]. However, high quality 3D map reconstruction remains a very challenging task for many practical scenarios such as streets or markets, mainly due to the numerous dynamic scene parts of the scene which yield significant "ghost" effects, see Fig. 1 Block 5. While detecting the dynamic scene parts in unknown environments, many practical difficulties, such as sudden illumination changes, night vision, and large field of view (FoV) requirement (e.g.360°) etc., lead current methods to fail [1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. These methods either rely on image information which is sensitive to illumination changes, or probabilistic models that require prior map knowledge, making them impractical for many real-world scenarios. Therefore, we propose a novel dynamic object detection method which only uses 3D point cloud information, making it robust to light changes, capable of night vision, and suitable for 360° FoV. Further, a complete framework for dynamic object detection, motion segmentation, and static map reconstruction is presented, see Fig. 1.

For a mobile camera system, both foreground and background observations are observed as moving objects due to the camera ego-motion. To (partly) compensate such phenomenon, registration techniques are applied so that the static parts of the scene coherently overlap while the motion trajectories of the moving objects are preserved, see Fig. 1 Block 1. Naturally, given accurate object-based point cloud segmentation with point correspondence knowledge, the moving objects are discriminated by their spatial displacements across frames. The precise establishment of point cloud correspondences and object segmentation are very challenging and are exhaustive methods [21, 22, 23]. In this work, we propose a method that establishes the feature correspondences using local flow consistency and performs the dynamic object segmentation on these (rather imprecise) correspondences. Our method is composed of 4 main steps described as follows.

Smooth Flow Vector (SFV) Estimation: The motion behaviour –either static or dynamic– of each point in a 3D scene is associated to a Flow Vector encoding its motion velocity and direction. The SFV is estimated by the subtraction of the corresponding points of consecutive frames. Such point correspondences can be quickly though roughly established by using nearest neighbour search, leading to noisy flow vector estimation. Therefore, under local motion consistency assumption, the smooth flow vector is estimated by the locally dominant flow vector within a small neighbourhood, which can be modelled and solved efficiently and optimally as an eigen-decomposition problem.

Motion Flow Identification: We identify the ones which correspond to the moving objects. The static objects coherently overlap while moving objects do not, which inspires the analysis of neighbour-points evolution along the flow vector. We propose a novel and efficient histogram analysis approach, see Fig. 1 Block 3.
Sparse Flow Clustering (SFC): To cluster the motion flows into their corresponding objects, we propose an algorithm which relies on the self-expressive property of motion flows’ subspaces, as inspired by [18, 24, 25]. The SFC algorithm produces a sparse similarity graph which encodes the relations between the motion flows, from which we extract the corresponding motions using a spectral clustering.

Scene Modelling: We apply a 3D region growing approach [26] on the detected motion flows to densely segment the dynamic scene parts. The static scene reconstruction is achieved by registering only the static scene parts, while the rigidly moving objects, such as moving cars, are individually reconstructed from their dynamic scene parts.

Our major contributions are summarised as follows:
– We propose a novel algorithm using 3D Flow Field Analysis which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for moving object detection.
– We introduce a new Sparse Flow Clustering model under the sparse subspace representation framework with spatial closeness constraints which also achieves significantly better performance than the literature approaches.
– We present an efficient framework for the detection and the segmentation of moving objects as well as the reconstruction of the static map of highly dynamic real-world scenes.

2. Related Work

Motion analysis of dynamic scenes is widely studied [18, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Among them, motion segmentation (MS)-based approaches are one of the most representative studies, such as the Generalized Principal Component Analysis [28], RANSAC-based MS [29], Agglomerative Subspace Clustering [30]. And more other methods are intensively studied in the reviews [27, 31]. Later, Elhamifar and Vidal [24] proposed a Sparse Subspace Clustering (2D-SSC) based on the self-representation property of motion subspace. Similarly, Hu et al. [25] proposed a SMooth Representation Clustering (2D-SMR) model, which achieves comparative results with a much higher computational efficiency, by enforcing the grouping effects of the motion subspaces of the image feature trajectories. Inspired by the 2D-SSC, Jiang et al. [18] proposed a 3D Sparse Subspace Clustering (3D-SSC) algorithm by analysing the feature trajectories directly in 3D Euclidean space. However, all the above algorithms rely on the consistency of the tracked feature trajectories and are therefore sensitive to tracking loss situations and partial occlusions.

Apart from the MS-based algorithms, Menze et al. [17] and Kochanov et al. [20] intended to detect and analyse the rigidly moving objects as Object Scene Flows (OSF) using stereo vision setup. However, because OSF relies on 2D image sequences, it is very sensitive to the environment changes as well as the sizes of the moving objects. Dewan et al. [32] proposed to detect and track the moving objects from a registered sequence using the SHOT [33] 3D feature descriptor. Unfortunately, such method remains very limited to object’s motion speed and size and fails to detect such objects as fast moving cars or walking pedestrians.

In the context of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping with Moving Object Tracking (SLAM-MOT), [1, 13, 14, 15, 34, 35, 36] proposed to detect the moving objects by a probabilistic model which requires prior map information and relatively long term observations. Pomerleau et al. [11] and Ambrucs et al. [37] proposed to detect dynamic objects by comparing the current map with the known model. Yet, the initial clean reference model is required making these methods unsuitable for unknown environments. Zou
et al. [38] and Kundu et al. [39] proposed to use the epipolar constraints of images to discover moving objects, which relies on the feature matching and camera pose estimation accuracy, but is sensitive to illumination changes.

3. Background and Notations

Let \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_m\} \), where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), be a 3D point set (cloud). And let \( W = \{w_1, \ldots, w_m\} \), where \( w \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), be the set of flow vectors associated to \( X \). The 3D vector field \( \Omega \) defined by \( X \) and \( W \) is notated as \( \Omega : X \rightarrow W \). Given a sequence of point sets from a dynamic scene, we define \( \mathcal{X} = \{X^t, t = 1, \ldots, n\} \) as the collection of multiple observed point sets that evolve over time \( t \). Likewise, \( W = \{W^t, t = 1, \ldots, n - 1\} \) is the collection of flow vectors associated to \( \mathcal{X} \).

For two point sets \( A \) and \( B \), the operation \( A \oplus B \) denotes the following element-wise subtraction:

\[
A \oplus B = \{w : w = x - y, x \in A, y = \mathcal{N}(x, B)\},
\]

where \( x \) and \( y \) are the two corresponding points from \( A \) and \( B \), respectively. \( w \) is the flow vector estimated by the subtraction of \( x \) and \( y \). The nearest neighbourhood function \( \mathcal{N}(x, B) \) for efficient point correspondence establishment is defined as

\[
\mathcal{N}(x, B) = \arg\min_{y \in B} \|x - y\|_2.
\]

Similarly, the nearest neighbourhood set of points within a radius \( r \) is given by

\[
\mathcal{N}(x, B, r) = \{y \in B : \|x - y\|_2 \leq r\}.
\]

We also define \( \mathcal{P}(x, w) \) as the projections of the point set \( X \) on the flow vector \( w \) (similarly, \( \mathcal{P}(x, w) \) for a point \( x \)) such that

\[
\mathcal{P}(X, w) = \{p : p = w^Tx, x \in X\}.
\]

Furthermore, let \( C \subset X \) be the points within an enclosing cylinder centred at \( \mathbf{x}_c \) with axis \( \mathbf{w}_c \) of radius \( r \), which is denoted as:

\[
C(\mathbf{x}_c, X, \mathbf{w}_c, r) = \{x : \|x - \mathbf{x}_c\|^2 - \mathcal{P}(x, \mathbf{w}_c)^2 \leq r^2, x \in X\}.
\]

More notations: \( A = (a_{ij}) \) is the element-wise representation of an \( m \times n \) matrix. Its column-wise representation is \( A = [a_1, \ldots, a_j, \ldots, a_n] \) where \( a_j \) is an \( m \)-dimensional vector. \( A \succeq 0 \) means that \( A \) is a symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix.

4. Flow Field Analysis

Recall that, our first objective is to detect the moving objects inside a 3D point cloud sequence. In essence, the object motion is defined by its temporal displacement which can be described by a set of motion flows. To address, we propose the 3D Flow Field Analysis model under the local motion consistency assumptions similar to the optical flow estimation [40] and the 3D scene flow estimation [41] where two assumptions are made: (i) the flows’ motion behaviours are similar within a small neighbourhood and (ii) the local geometric structure does not change rapidly.

4.1. Smooth Flow Vector Estimation

Given \( n \) point sets \( \mathcal{X} = \{X^t, t = 1, \ldots, n\} \), for \( t = 1, \ldots, n - 1 \), we compute the point-wise flow based on the evolution of points over time, as follows:

\[
W^t = X^t \ominus X^{t+1}.
\]

In other words, we consider the difference between consecutive motions. Taking the locally homogeneous assumption of neighbouring flow vectors, we perform the smoothing of vector field by updating each \( w_i \in W^t \) to,

\[
w_i^* = \arg\max_v \sum_{w \in \Omega(\mathcal{N})} w^Tv \text{ s.t. } \|v\| = 1
\]

where \( w_i^* \) is the returned desired smoothed flow vector of \( v \). \( \mathcal{N}(x_i, X^{t}, r) \) is the small neighbourhood (within the radius \( r \)) that defined the local flow field \( \Omega(\mathcal{N}) \). In fact, the problem of Eq. (7) can be solved efficiently as an eigen-decomposition problem. Its solution can be obtained by computing the eigenvector of a matrix \( W \) whose rows are \( w^T \) for all \( w \in \Omega(\mathcal{N}) \). Note that, all the \( w \in \Omega(\mathcal{N}) \) are normalized to unit vectors to obtain the optimal solution.

4.2. Static Point and Motion Flow Discrimination

Consider that the structure of the local point sets is preserved. Thus, \( C^t = C(x_i, X^t, w, r), t = 1, \ldots, n \) (the measurements of a local point set moving along \( w \) from Eq. 7) are homomorphic. Therefore, the projections \( \mathcal{P}^t = \mathcal{P}(C^t, w) \) remain unchanged for all \( t = 1, \ldots, n \). Let \( H^t \) be a \( k \)-bin histogram of projections \( \mathcal{P}^t \) at time \( t \). The motion state of the point sets can be described by the following equation:

\[
H^{t+1}(b) = H^t(b + \alpha(t)),
\]

where \( b \) is a bin of the histogram, and \( \alpha(t) = \beta t \) (with constant value \( \beta \)) is the displacement of the histogram (or projections) from \( t \) to \( t + 1 \). Eq. (8) implies that the histogram is replicated from \( t = 1, \ldots, n \) due to the temporal local structure and speed consistency.

Given histograms \( H^t(b), t = 1 \ldots n \), our task is to estimate \( \beta \) and \( b \) that satisfy Eq. (8) for all \( t \), which can be modelled as a minimization problem as:

\[
\arg\min_{\beta, b} \sum_{t=1}^{n-1} \|H^{t+1}(b) - H^t(b + \alpha(t))\|_2.
\]
To efficiently solve problem (9), the $n$ 1D histograms $H^t$ are concatenated into a 2D histogram $M = [H^1, \ldots, H^n]$ of size $k \times n$, as illustrated in Fig. 2 middle. Let a line $L$ in the 2D histogram be defined by $L(t) = \beta t + b$, for slope $\beta$ and offset $b$. The optimal parameters $\beta^*$ and $b^*$ are obtained by

$$L_{\beta^*, b^*} = \arg\max_{\beta, b} \int H^t(L(t)) \, dt.$$  

(10)

Problem (10) can be solved efficiently by applying Radon transform [42] on $M$, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Three measurements are made along the line $L^*$ to categorize the point sets into static or dynamic. Since the slope $\beta^*$ represents the magnitude of speed, $\beta^*$ of a static point set is very small. Further, if $s_t = H^t(L^*)$, $t = 1, \ldots, n$ are values $H^t(b)$ on the line $L^*$, two measurements are defined:

$$S = \sum_{t=1}^n s_t \text{ and } E = -\sum_{t=1}^n s_t \log(s_t).$$  

(11)

where $S$ and $E$ measure the strength and distribution homogeneity, respectively. A point set is considered to be static, if $\beta^*$, $S$ and $E$ values are below their respective thresholds. Otherwise, the point set is assumed to be dynamic.

### 4.3. Dynamic Neighbourhood Search

Practical scenarios, in which the sizes and the speeds of objects may significantly vary (from pedestrians to trucks), impose to analyse the scene in a dynamic manner. Our analysis algorithm is mostly driven by 3 parameters that are the size of bounding box (for fast neighbourhood search), its location, and the radius of the enclosing cylinder, which can be reduced to 2 parameters by considering a fixed size bounding box and the radius as a ratio of its size. We consider motions as being "slow" when the analysed point sets translated by the estimated motion remain within the bounding box. Consequently, the slow motions are not problematic because the corresponding point sets remain in the same bounding box. Otherwise, the bounding box is translated to follow the analysed object, and is updated as soon as consecutive frames have led to a coherent motion, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Our experiments show that it is sufficient to choose a radius smaller than 20% of the size of the bounding box then to dynamically adapt this radius proportionally to the object to camera distance.

Precisely, we use a dynamic searching strategy along the flow direction. Let $B = \{B^t, t = 1, \ldots, f\}$ be the assembly of $f$ frames of point sets within a local bounding box. Initially, the bounding box (centred at $x_0$) covers $f < n$ frames, due to the high speed. Let $P^t(B^t, w)$, $t = 1, \ldots, f$ be the projections of $B$ along the motion direction $w$, and $\delta_t = \text{median}(P^t)$, $t = 1, \ldots, f$ be median values of projections of $P^t$. The bounding box is translated to $x_t = x_0 + \delta_tw$, until all $n$ frames are covered.

### 4.4. Implementation Details

Given $n$ consecutive frames of point sets, an ICP-based registration algorithm [10] is applied to compensate the camera ego-motion. Starting form the registered point sets as input, Algo. 1 is applied to discriminate the static and dynamic points, and to estimate the motion flows of the dynamic points. For the sake of computational efficiency, points from ground plane are detected and removed beforehand. Note that the detection of ground plane for
the data acquired by a ground-vehicle is a relatively easy task. In step 4, the enclosing cylinder radius is defined as \( r = 0.4(1 + d/D) \), where \( d \) is the object to camera distance and \( D \) is the camera’s maximum data acquisition distance (e.g. \( D = 100 \) for Velodyne 3D laser scanner). In step 7, \( \tau_E \) is defined as 40% of the total number of neighbour points within the enclosing cylinder (sum of the 2D histogram \( M \)). \( \tau_d = 0.175 \) denotes that the slope of \( L^* \) is 10 degree. \( \tau_E = 1.8 \) is empirically studied and used for all our experiments.

We recall that the Radon transform computes the volume integrations in different angles at different positions. Thus, its maximum response directly gives the desired solution of problem (10). In Fig. 2 Col. 2, the 1D histograms from dynamic scene part have shifting effects along the flow direction, as expected. Differently, these histograms tend to overlap with each other for the static scene parts. These lead to the different behaviours (refer to the above discussions in Section 4.2) of the motion line \( L^* \) of static and dynamic points.

**Algorithm 1: Motion Flow Identification.**

**Data:** Point sets \( X = \{X^1, \ldots, X^n\} \), centre point set \( X^t = \bar{x} \).

**Setting:** \( n = 9, k = 20 \), bounding box size \( 4 \times 4 \times 4 \), \( \tau_d = 0.175, \tau_S = 0.4 \sum M, \tau_E = 1.8 \).

**for** \( x_i \in X_j \) **do**

1. Place a 3D bounding box at \( x_i \) for local flow field estimation (\( W \)) using Eq. (6), and perform eigen-decomposition: \( [V, D] = \text{eig}(W) \) to obtain the dominant flow \( v = V(:,3) \).
2. Fit an enclosing cylinder \( C(x_i, \bar{x}, v, \tau) \).
3. Project cylinder points to axis \( v \) using Eq. (4), and compute histograms \( H^t, t = 1, \ldots, n \) to construct \( M \).
4. Compute the slope \( \beta^t \) of \( L^* \) using Radon transform on \( M \), motion strength \( S \) and stability \( E \) using Eq. (11).
5. **if** \( \beta^t < \tau_d, S < \tau_S \) and \( E < \tau_E \), reject static point \( x_i \).

**Result:** Detected motion flow set \( \Omega \).

5. Sparse Flow Clustering

We cluster the dynamic point set, obtained from the flow field analysis (discussed in Section 4), into similar subsets for objects’ motion behaviour analysis. Our clustering process uses both the spatial and the motion vector information. On the one hand, we make the assumption that the vectors from one cluster are self-expressive. Thus, a flow vector can be approximated by the sparse linear combination of the other flow vectors from the same cluster. On the other hand, we ensure that the clustered vector fields have bounded space subset within a predefined radius.

Let \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_j, \ldots, x_n\} \) and \( W = \{w_1, \ldots, w_j, \ldots, w_n\} \) be the \( 3 \times n \) matrices of the point set and the corresponding flow vectors of moving objects, the self-expressive sparse representation (as in [24]) can be written as

\[
W = WC.
\]

for a sparse \( n \times n \) matrix \( C = [c_1, \ldots, c_j, \ldots, c_n] \) with \( c_{jj} = 0 \) (to avoid trivial solutions), for all \( j = 1, \ldots, n \). Similarly, for a predefined squared radius bound \( \epsilon_r \) (where the sparsity comes from), the bounded space subset is ensured by enforcing the constraint

\[
\|x_j - Xc_j\|_2^2 \leq \epsilon_r, \forall j.
\]

Therefore, the sparsity-constraint relaxed optimization problem for flow clustering can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \|C\|_{1,1}, \\
\text{subject to} & \quad W = WC, \\
& \quad \text{diag}(C) = 0, \\
& \quad \|x_j - Xc_j\|_2^2 \leq \epsilon_r, \forall j.
\end{align*}
\]

This is a convex problem, whose optimal solution can be found using the second order cone programming [43]. In fact, its equivalent problem is the semi-definite programming given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} s_{ij}, \\
\text{subject to} & \quad W = WC, \quad \text{diag}(C) = 0, \\
& \quad -s_{ij} \leq c_{ij} \leq s_{ij}, \forall \{i, j\}, \\
& \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
(x_j - Xc_j)^T
\end{array} \right) \epsilon_r \geq 0, \forall j.
\end{align*}
\]

5.1. Influence of noise and outliers

In practical scenarios, the flow data might be contaminated by noise or outliers. Let

\[
w_j = w_j^0 + e_j,
\]

where \( e_j \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the noise or outlier entry of noise free data \( w_j^0 \). Replacing Eq. (12) with Eq. (16), we have

\[
W = WC + E.
\]

Recall the local structure persistence and temporal flow speed consistency assumptions, the sought sparse representation from the current frame is valid for the neighbour frames. Therefore, the sparse clustering problem of Eq. (15) can be reformulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \|C\|_{1,1} + E_w + E_s, \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \|w_j - Wc_j\|_2^2 \leq \epsilon_w, \quad \forall j, \quad c_{jj} = 0, \quad t = 1, \ldots, n, \\
& \quad \|x_j - Xc_j\|_2^2 \leq \epsilon_s, \quad \forall j, \quad c_{jj} = 0, \quad t = 1, \ldots, n.
\end{align*}
\]
where $E_{w} = \lambda_{1} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \epsilon_{w}$ and $E_{x} = \lambda_{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \epsilon_{x}$. $X_{t}$ and $W_{t}$ are the 3D points and their flow vectors at frame $t$, respectively. Note that the squared radius bound $\epsilon_{w}$ and $\epsilon_{x}$ are constrained to be non-negative, but not predefined. Similarly, Eq. (18) can be solved as a semi-definite programming problem. Weight parameters $\lambda_{1}$ and $\lambda_{2}$ are simply set to 1.

### 5.2. Implementation Details

The Sparse Flow Clustering (SFC) algorithm consists of three major steps (see Algo. 2) which are implemented using CVX [44] optimization toolbox. In the sparse optimization step, a binary $n \times n$ connectivity graph $D = [d_{1}, \cdots d_{j}, \cdots, d_{n}]$ is used to enforce the spatial closeness constraint on the selected sparse representation elements, such that Eq. (17) becomes:

$$W = W(C \cdot D) + E, \quad \forall d_{ij} > \tau_{d}, d_{ij} = 0, \text{ else } d_{ij} = 1, \quad (19)$$

where operator $(\cdot)$ stands for the dot product, and $\tau_{d}$ is the point-to-point spatial distance threshold. Two major remarks on spatial distance constraint can be made: a) It is more meaningful to use sparse representation only on the local neighbourhood. b) Exploiting the sparsity of $C$ improves the algorithm’s computational efficiency.

In step 2 of Algo. 2, a sparse symmetric similarity graph $G = |C| + |C|^{T}$ is constructed. Since $G$ encodes the connectivity information among the flows, a K-mean spectral clustering is employed to group the flow clusters.

Note that the proposed SFC does NOT rely on feature tracking and feature trajectory (unlike [18, 24, 25]), making it more practical for highly dynamic environment motion analysis. Moreover, the SFC algorithm, which is proposed under the robust sparse subspace representation framework, offers new research perspectives for vector field analysis.

#### Algorithm 2: Sparse Flow Clustering.

**Data:** 3D point sets $[X_{1}, \cdots , X_{t}]$ and flows $[W_{1}, \cdots , W_{t}]$.

**Result:** k clustered subspaces.

1. Sparse flow representation using Eq. (18).
2. Sparse similarity graph: $G = |C| + |C|^{T}$.

### 6. Experiments

We conduct extensive evaluations on the challenging real-world KITTI benchmark [5] that contains highly dynamic environment scenarios. Note that the proposed method only utilizes locally registered Velodyne 3D point clouds (i.e. using ICP-based algorithm [10]), and that GPS and IMU information are not used. Seven representative datasets were selected to cover different practical scenarios as listed: a large number of moving objects (pedestrians and cars in Market), fast motions (van in Junction), slow motions (pedestrians in Campus or Market), large objects (train in Station) and small objects (pedestrians), severe occlusions (van in Junction), static camera (Red Light, Campus, Pedestrian), and moving camera platforms (remaining others). The selected sequences have rather demonstrated the effectiveness and generality of the proposed methods. The detailed results are synthesised in Table 1 and Table 3. The performances with the state-of-the-art methods are assessed using the Sensitivity and Specificity metrics. For comparison with MS-based methods, the misclassification rate metric suggested by [24, 25] is adopted. All the experiments have been conducted on a machine with Intel Quad Core i7-2.7GHz, 32GB Memory using MATLAB.

#### 6.1. Motion Detection Evaluation

Our Moving Object Detection algorithm (3D-MOD) is compared against four representative algorithms. We recall that the 2D-SMR, 2D-SSC and 3D-SSC are trajectory-based motion segmentation algorithms which group the feature trajectories into their corresponding motions. For the evaluation of moving object detection, we define: True Positive – as long as a motion trajectory is NOT classified as background motion, and True Negative – if a background trajectory is classified as background motion. When several motions are involved, a feature trajectory might not be correctly classified into its corresponding motion, and will be considered as a true positive.

Table 1 summarizes the performances of 2D-SMR-J1 [25], 2D-SMR-J2 [25], 2D-SSC [24], 3D-SSC [18] and 3D-MOD using sensitivity and specificity metrics. The main characteristics of the results are summed up as follows: a) The 3D-SSC has very similar performance to its 2D counterpart in terms of sensitivity, but a much higher specificity at the cost of lower computational efficiency. b) 3D-MOD achieves the best sensitivity and specificity in most cases. In average, the 3D-MOD shows a sensitivity that is slightly better than the other methods but with a significantly higher specificity. c) The 3D-based methods (3D-SSC and 3D-MOD) exhibit very stable performances and a much higher specificity, thanks to their robustness to perspective projection effects. d) Regarding the computational efficiency, our 3D-MOD approach can be seen as an intermediate method, although it can be easily parallelized if online motion detection application is required.

Table 2 adopts the mean and median Misclassification Error metrics ($\eta = \frac{\#\text{False Positive} + \#\text{False Negative}}{\#\text{Features}}$) similar to [24, 25] for evaluation, with corresponding Whisker’s boxplot [45] statistical comparisons in Fig. 4. Similar remarks from Table 1 can be observed: the 3D-SSC and 3D-MOD has significantly better performances than other methods due to their persistent high specificity. Fig. 4 also shows that the 3D-MOD outperforms the other methods with lower
Table 1. Performance quantification on KITTI benchmark: Col. 1-3 are the sequence name, length and average moving object number, respectively. The rest columns show the Sensitivity, Specificity and Processing time (in second). Last row averages the overall performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th># F rms.</th>
<th># Objs.</th>
<th>2D-SSC</th>
<th>2D-SMR-J1</th>
<th>2D-SMR-J2</th>
<th>3D-MOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColaTruck</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Light</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>29.32</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>38.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>39.40</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>40.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>39.40</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>40.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on KITTI dataset: using Mean and Median values of Misdetection rate metric.

Table 3. OSF and 3D-MOD quantitative evaluation: Col. 2-5 indicate the minimum and maximum object size (in pixel) and speed (m/s) of moving objects, respectively. Both sensitivity and specificity are computed using dense segmentation of 3D point cloud.

6.2. Motion Segmentation Evaluation

For motion segmentation quantification, we use the Misclassification Rate (same as [24, 25]) to compare the algo-
rithms’ performances, see Fig. 5. Our 3D-SFC achieves the best results for the evaluated datasets. Fig. 6 shows the outstanding performance of the proposed 3D-SFC algorithm on MS. Note that, prior to the flow clustering, the detected static flows are removed (Fig. 6 bottom-left), which largely simplify the motion flow clustering problem. Moreover, the 3D-SFC is proposed under the sparse representation framework with extra spatial closeness constraint, which produces a very reliable similarity graph for spectral clustering.

6.3. Static Map and Rigid Object Reconstruction

We obtained very satisfactory static maps as well as reconstructed rigidly moving objects. Fig. 7 shows the challenging Market sequence (with 1200 frames) which contains a large amount of moving objects. The static map produced by our framework is of highly better quality because our framework is robust to light changes, occlusions, slow or very fast motions, etc. Getting the clustered motion trajectories, the 3D reconstruction of moving objects can be obtained by registering the sparse point clouds from different view ports during their motions, see our previous works [46, 47].

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

We have proposed an original 3D Moving Object Detection algorithm based on Flow Field Analysis under the local motion consistency assumptions. We have presented a novel 3D Sparse Flow Clustering approach relying on the self-representation property of flow subspaces and spatial closeness constraints. By integrating the proposed 3D-MOD and 3D-SFC algorithms, the proposed framework is not only robust, efficient and accurate, but also results in very high quality static map and dynamic object reconstructions using a 2D-3D moving camera setup. Our algorithms serve many applications such as accurate robot localization and autonomous driving in crowded environments. We also leave high-level tasks, such as semantic scene understanding and objects’ behaviours analysis, as future perspectives.
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